Course Goals and Objectives

The focus of this course is the scholarship on U.S. immigration policy making, immigrant political incorporation, and immigrant political engagement in the United States. Although our primary focus is contemporary immigration policy making and immigrant political incorporation, we will also assess the role of immigration and immigrant political mobilization in American political development. Finally, we will also assess the role of immigration and settlement policies in shaping ethnic and transnational identities among immigrants and their children.

Student Evaluation

All students will be expected to attend class sessions and actively participate in class discussions. Each student will also be expected to work with a small group to take responsibility for leading one class session. These groups should be prepared to present a brief (10 to 15 minute) summary of the reading(s) at the beginning of the class focusing on the key theories and methods explored in each of the class readings and the core findings. The group should also prepare three to five questions for class discussion. These questions should be distributed by email the day before class.

Assignments for these leadership roles will be made during the first week of class. Please email me your top two preferences by September 27 (Tuesday). I will also need three volunteers to take the lead in class on September 30.

The leadership role will account for 10 percent of the final grade. Overall participation and engagement across the class will account for an additional 10 percent of the final grade.

Students will have a choice of selecting one of two writing assignments for the class—a research paper or a series of three interpretive essays based on class readings.

Research Paper—Students selecting the research paper option will be expected to submit a 25 to 30 page paper on a research topic proposed by the student and approved by me. I am very flexible on topics and methodological approaches, but I would encourage you to begin thinking about a topic soon and having some preliminary ideas to me by October 10 (this may require reading ahead if you are new to this literature). Realistically, in order to complete the paper by the end of finals week, you will need an approved research topic by the mid-October.
Students electing the research paper option will also be expected to make an oral presentation about their research topic and findings on the last day of class. The format for these presentations will be similar to a conference presentation—a 12-15 minute presentation on your research question, data, and findings. If topics lend themselves to it, I will try to organize “panels” of similar research topics. Depending on the number of students making presentations, we may have to divide the presentations over two days (and use the Friday of final’s week).

Students who envision long-term research on immigration or immigrant settlement politics should probably select the research paper option.

Interpretive Essays—Each week, I will provide a question or series of interrelated questions as a guide for thinking about the next week’s readings. You may answer three of these questions (of the seven assigned) in short essays of four to six pages. You may answer these interpretive essays exclusively based on the reading(s) for the week assigned, though you are welcome to bring in other scholarly material that you deem relevant.

These interpretive essays will be due at the beginning of the class in which the readings are discussed.

This option for evaluation should serve the needs of students who want a reading knowledge of the immigration politics and policy literature, but do not see themselves conducting their own primary research in this field.

The writing assignment(s) will account for 80 percent of the final grade.

Course Readings and Schedule

The books are available for purchase at the bookstore and are on reserve at the library. The articles/book chapters are available (or will be soon) on the class Canvas site.

Week Zero (September 23) – Introduction and Overview

Week One (September 30) – Immigration Policy Making and Regulation in American Political Development


Week Two (October 7) – Ongoing Popular Resistance to A Nation of Immigrants
Week Three (October 14) – Contemporary Native Responses


Week Four (October 21) – Immigrant Political Engagement Across Generations


Marcus L. Hansen. 1938. The Problem of the Third Generation Immigrant. Rock Island, IL: Augustana Historical Society (pp. 5-20)


Week Five (October 28) – Divergent Paths to Incorporation and (Perpetual) Exclusion


Street, Alex. 2015. “The Political Effects of Immigrant Naturalization.” International Migration Review (Fall): 1-21
Week Six (November 4) – Immigration Incorporation Across Borders? The Transnational Question


Week Eight (November 18) – Policy Stalemate and Slowed Integration: Whither Immigration Reform?


Week Ten (December 2) – Student Research Presentations